32nd LACE DAY Sunday Workshops
February 5, 2017 – 9:00am - 4:00pm

Harmony Lodge #8

519 Route 206

Newton, NJ 07860

http://www.lostartlacers.org

UFO’s and more!

Patricia Morris, Instructor $35.00

Pat will be able to help you with those UFO's - UnFinished (bobbin lace) Objects that we
all seem to have around. Her reportoire includes Tønder, Flanders, Schneeberger and s'Gravesnmoer
Bobbin Laces but seems to expand to more. If all your pieces are finished or you have an empty pillow, she can
help you start another project. in: Tønder Bobbin Lace, Flanders Bobbin Lace, Schneeberger Bobbin
Lace, s’Gravensmoer Bobbin Lace, Torchon, Russian Tape Lace, or whatever you would like to try. Just
email her at lacemaker.pat@gmail.com

Knitted Lace

Tricia Weatherston, Instructor

$35.00

Knitted lace has yarn overs/patterning on both sides of the fabric, creating a more open
lace effect. The Little Flowers Scarf combines knitted lace with lacy knitting, so just when
you have had enough of the challenge of knitted lace, it is time to relax into the lacy knitting
section. The pattern has directions for a scarf or can be knit wider to create a stole. Chart reading
skills is important but not a requirement. The pattern can be seen on Ravelry as The Little
Flowers Stole & Scarf.

Tatting: Animal/Vegetable/Mineral

Karey Solomon, Instructor $20.00

This will be a morning class only.
We can fit in two projects – one is super quick, the other will take a little longer but
you’ll get a good start on it. Mineral first – you’ll tat a scissors fob using beads and size 10
thread to surround an ice drop or marble. This is an amazingly quick, easy and addictive project
that can also be used to ornament a variety of other things from shade pulls to mini-Christmas
trees. Vegetable is a basket to tat with hemp, an amazingly soft, ecologically friendly fiber (think
un-ironed, broken-in linen) to make a basket that will hold a tatting project. The Animal
component – you’ll find that part out in class, along with an animal-proof optional addition.
Kit fee of $15 includes pre-beaded thread for fob, the ice drop insert plus an extra few for later; a
spool of hemp, pre-sewn basket form and Starlit shuttle, plus all instructions. You may pre-order
the color of your choice by emailing Karey (threads@empacc.net) no later than two weeks before
the class. This will also enable me to prepare basket bottoms so you can get a quicker start in
class, and get that much closer to finishing.

Binche Bobbin Lace

Lee Daly, Instructor $35.00

Binche is a beautiful bobbin lace that has been evolving since the 17th century. In its
modern form, it is characterized by snowflakes and a variety of grounds. In this piece, you will
make a sampler bookmark or small motif to learn basic snowflakes and grounds. Bobbin lace
skills and chart reading are a must.

Beginning Bobbin Lace

Barbara Saltern, Instructor

$35.00

For those with no or limited experience with bobbin lace, this class is for you. Find out
how to make this wonderful art form as well as a lot of the details that are not necessarily
available in a book.
Barbara Saltern has excellent lace skills and has taught bobbin lace many times. Kit with basic
equipment and pattern is available for an extra fee of $25.00

Beginning Tatting

Dotty Wolfe, Instructor

$20.00

This will be an afternoon class only.
Learn the basics of this lovely art of lacemaking with only a shuttle and thread. Rings,
picots, and joining are among the techniques you will learn when making this very portable art.
You will need a tatting shuttle, 2 balls of size 8 pearl cotton – 1 white and 1 contrasting color. A
small crochet hook for joining picots and scissor are helpful. Note: Any cotton thread will do but
pearl cotton is preferred as it slips easily.

REGISTRATION FORM:
Priority will be given to Lost Art Lacers current members until Jan 15, 2017.
(Beginners can register anytime.) To register, please fill out this section and mail with
payment to: Teri Lindstrom, 39 Willow Rd., Tinton Falls, NJ 07724-3135.

Name: _______________________________________________________
email/phone: __________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
LAL member? Y/N ______

Class choice #1: _______________________________________________
Skill Level: (Beg/Int/Adv) ________________
Class choice #2: _______________________________________________
Skill Level: Beg/Int/Adv)_________________

Class choice #3: _______________________________________________
Skill Level: Beg/Int/Adv)_________________
Class fees are $35.00 for instructed full-day classes and $20.00 for the instructed
half-day classes. Sunday lunch is included in all class fees. Make check payable to
Lost Art Lacers. (Full refunds will only be given for cancellations prior to Jan. 29,
2017.) Any kit fees are payable to the instructor at the time of the class. For more
information, contact at lee.laces@gmail.com or call (973) 383-8491.

